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Best Keynote Speaker

Whether you're running a Fortune 500 business or just trying to get inspired to the next stage, you will learn a lot of lessons from top keynote speakers around the world. Recognition for excellence in giving the best keynote speaker award is focused on: experience, competence, thematic creativity, consumer testimonials and references, presentation skills, original field contribution.

We provide the award to the chosen a keynote speaker who is accepted for his or her experience in an exceedingly explicit field, or who has wide name recognition because of different accomplishments, can most likely raise enthusiasm among prospective attendees for a gathering or conference.

Best Organising Committee Member

The member who works on plans and strategies to make the conference effective with proper implementation throughout the 6-month period deserves the best Organizing Committee member award.

Although not a member who strictly speaks in the conference, a professional conference planner takes care of the event planning director and logistics. You can also carry on duties such as handling the code for abstract management or keynote speakers. The award is given to the organizing member implementing the 3 main functions successfully:

Planning and advisory perform

To give advisory and assistance to the event director to formulate plans and policies. coming up with is usually higher once concepts and problems are mentioned in an exceedingly tiny cluster atmosphere. there's less probability of one thing being forgotten or unmarked once a bunch makes a call instead of one individual.

Executive function

The organizing committee will assist within the method of managing the myriad of tasks that require to be done. Committee members, having an honest information of the event management arrange, are well placed to produce coaching, management, and help to alternative personnel concerned within the organization of the event.

Worker operate

Ideally, the organizing committee includes folks with sensible information, skills, and skill of events. If so, members of the organizing committee can usually need to directly perform the event tasks. Organizing committee members tend to be the foremost reliable and diligent staff, and sometimes they perform such work on a voluntary basis.

Best Speaker

The best speaker award will be given based on Abstract provided, CV and lecture history.

Also, number of recent (within the last 3 years) talks/speeches/short courses/presentations that the speaker has done successfully and Minimum of 5 years' experience (either in academia or industry or a combination of both).

Our presenter run the most admired companies in the world and design their best-research strategies, doing remarkable inventions that change the world and creating ground-breaking media.

Best Masters/Ph.D/PostDoc Thesis work presentation

The best work presentation award for the Master / Ph. D / PostDoc research will be presented to the Speaker who will display exceptional related accomplishments, achievements or records.

We're looking for a presenter who inform and inspire, surprise and delight throughout the year to all ages of scientists.

Best Poster Award

The Best Poster Award acknowledges the scientific merit shown in the design and preparation of posters.

The panel chair is invited to determine the reliability of the 3-minute presentation during the technical session. The moderator of the session is asked to look at the posters of his session after the presentation.

Judgment requirements for the presentation are the ability to explain the quality of the project and the pleasure in looking at the poster. Judgment requirements on the poster should be poster transparency and quality of presentation.
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